
Origin of the Pantless Curse 
 

In the beginning it was just a word - but it was a lie.  
 
Let's start again - there were a few words which were spoken on planet Tython. 
Strong Force was coming from them, so Je'daai started to pass them to one another.  
As time passed song was written down in stone, and later kept as a secret artefact 
between ancient Force users. Why? Are You asking me? Continue reading, lazy, it 
won't be that easy.  
 
Explanation is in further story of the stone. Je'daai who were chosen to protect it 
decided once to make a song from the words in the stone.  
One Force user was playing flute and other singing, both looking at Ashla’s moon.  
Suddenly the flute was broken and part of it cut belt of  Je'daai who was singing- his 
pants fell off. As that made him angry he felt a dark side of Force growing inside him 
and he looked at Bogan’s moon.  
 
Rest of the story You know - You don't? Then study harder in Shadow Academy and 
read Wookipedia more often!  
 
Stone was passed always to pair of Sith and Jedi, but always it didn't end well. Stone 
was moved to the planet Varl untill the unexpected happened.  
Both of them decided from getting bored to make a staring contest.  
It was a long fight and their eyes started to be red. Sith started to be annoyed with it 
so, he used humming as a distraction to his rival. Jedi didn't want to give up so they 
started whistling. All this sounds made around a stone combined with Force and will. 
Released a power which cut the belts of both warriors, and also sent uncontrolled 
Force into space next to the planet and created a black hole. You should know what 
happened later, and I won't tell You!  
 
Looking through history, even Order 66, has a big impact the Pantless Curse and 
stone which hold it within.  
When Lord Sidious made a famous call, there was still rule of keeping the stone by 
two opposite Force users.  
But Sith who take a keep didn't even blink his eyes and kill Jedi in quick battle - even 
though together they stayed on guard for almost 30 years. He wanted to make a gift 
for the Republic from Artefact, but when stone felt the sounds of crushing each other 
lightsabers, it revealed its power seconds after the killing of Jedi. That made Sith 
pants to fall down when he wanted to reach the stone, and he fell to the ground with 
tangled legs. Opportunities are to use so Great Oopik  had a chance (and that's rare 



unexpected thing to happen!!) to grab it and fly away, because all of this has 
happened at the southern continent of Grxy!  
 
Stone was lost for a while  - and legend was gone as well. And here our Howlader 
shows up with a fishing rod during his holiday at Randorn 2. He was singing, 
whistling and making rhythm at the rod with his finger (Very musical by the way!) 
while fishing. He focused his force as well, he knew that something was swimming in 
his direction. He optimised all his senses and he catched the Ibliton! Huge carnivore 
showed up from under the water but Howie wasn't scared! He grabbed his 
litghtsaber, and took down the creature! He made a stew ( no one's judging!), He ate 
it but he didn't know that poor creature had a stone inside of it. He was very hungry, 
and he didn't mind eating hard body parts so he swallowed stone, while consuming 
his dish (POOR HOWIE!!!).  
 
He never knew why he was losing his pants, but now You know. What?! You still 
don't know!?  Hard intellect You have don't You?!  
Quickly I will explain to You.  
Howie likes to sing, and whistle but also his heart beat makes a nice rhythm. As a 
Great Jedi he has a big force cumulation, so in summary of all Artefact history - 
sound, stone and force- always made pants to fall off!  
 
 


